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a b s t r a c t
Dynamic surface tension and dilatational viscoelasticity data are presented for aqueous solutions of novel
nonconventional eco-friendly phenylalanine glycerol ether surfactants, with 12 carbon atoms in the
hydrophobic alkyl chain, PhGE12 . Adsorption kinetics is studied in a broad range of concentrations and
for time scales spanning from several milliseconds to several hours employing maximum bubble pressure
tensiometry and drop proﬁle tensiometry. Standard free energy of adsorption and diffusion coefﬁcients
for both short and long adsorption times are calculated and discussed. For short adsorption times diffusion
coefﬁcients lie in a physically reasonable range but for long adsorption times extremely low values are
computed indicating the presence of an adsorption barrier. This barrier appears to mask any micellar
kinetics effect for long adsorption times. Measurements of interfacial dilatational storage modulus and
loss modulus indicate a visco-elastic character of the adsorption layer for all the examined concentrations
and oscillation frequencies. Local peaks in the values of both moduli imply that structural changes occur
with increasing concentration. However, these changes seem to be unrelated to the presence of micelles
since they are observed at concentrations below the CMC.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Environmentally friendly surfactants have attracted signiﬁcant
interest recently. Among them amino acid and sugar based surfactants represent a class of surfactants that possesses advantages
over other surfactants in terms of biocompatibility and biodegradability in applications such as detergency and personal health care
formulations [1,2]. The classic soap is still considered absolutely
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ecological as it exhibits better biodegradability and is milder to
the skin than commercial surfactants derived from petrochemicals
[3–5]. However, fatty acid salts, namely soaps, have also serious
drawbacks such as poor surface-active properties, low solubility
in neutral cold water and formation of insoluble calcium salts in
hard water [6]. Soap-type surfactants including a moiety such as
a peptide linkage or a 1,3-dioxolane ring [6]. In addition to the
hydrophilic carboxylic group, possess enhanced surface properties
and solubility and have therefore, been proposed as alternatives to
classic soaps.
In this context, a non-conventional, homologous series of surfactants having the skeleton of glycerol were recently synthesized
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and characterized [7,8]. These are carboxylic acid salts from the
aromatic amino acid phenylalanine which is conjugated to glycerol through an amide bond and with the hydrophobic alkyl chain
conjugated to glycerol through an ether bond [9,10]. The carboxylic
part of the amino acid is the hydrophilic moiety which, in alkaline
solution used here, forms the sodium salt and, therefore, behaves
as a real soap. These surfactants are environmentally friendly compared to conventional sulfates and sulfonates [3–5,11]. Moreover,
the presence of the carboxylic group of the amino acid makes
them exhibit low critical micelle concentrations (CMC) and low
respective surface tensions ( CMC ) compared to conventional soaps
[6,12]. In addition they present high stability in water solutions
of extreme pH values, due to the stable ether bond compared
to the easily hydrolyzable ester bond of the widely used monoand di-glycerol ester surfactants [10,13,14]. The above mentioned
homologous series of surfactants gave very promising results upon
application as (i) wetting agents in the mercerization of cotton, (ii)
cleaning agents and (iii) dispersing agents on inkjet inks [15,16].
Only the even members of the homologous series have been studied. This is because the odd members do not exist in nature but are
chemically synthesized additives, a fact which contrasts the ecofriendly notion. In addition, alcohols with 11,13,15 carbon atoms
in their alkyl chain, which the new surfactants are produced from,
are expensive and comprise a serious limitation in the technological
usefulness of these new surfactants.
The surface activity of the members of the homologous series
can not be judged without account of their dynamic surface properties such as dynamic surface tension and dilatational viscoelasticity.
In a previous work we studied the kinetics of adsorption of an
ionic surfactant of 1-N-L phenylalanine glycerol ether with 10 carbon atoms, PhGE10 , [17]. Equilibrium and dynamic surface tension
results were examined. A major outcome was that for the above
type of surfactants the appropriate concentration for applications
should not be decided on equilibrium surface tension measurements but rather on dynamic surface tension measurements.
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the surface activity
of another member of the above homologous series, PhGE12 , which
was also produced for the ﬁrst time in our lab. Emphasis is given
to investigate whether the presence of micelles affects adsorption kinetics and interfacial viscoelasticity. A single experimental
method cannot provide a sufﬁciently broad interval so different
complementary methods are employed. The Wilhelmy Plate (WP)
technique is used to obtain equilibrium (static) surface tension data.
The dynamic surface tension of the above surfactants for shortliving W/A interfaces is examined by the Maximum Bubble Pressure
(MBP) technique which provides a range of surface lifetimes spanning from several milliseconds to several seconds [18]. Dynamic
surface tension for surface lifetimes from several seconds to several
hours is obtained using the Drop Proﬁle Tensiometry (DPT) technique [19]. In addition, the Oscillating Drop Proﬁle Analysis (ODPA)
is employed to measure the dilatational elasticity and viscosity of
W/A interfaces at equilibrium over a broad range of concentrations
and excitation frequencies. The aforementioned dynamic surface
properties are considered extremely important for characterizing
the stability of industrial W/A interfaces such as those encountered
in detergency and personal health care formulations.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Non-conventional surfactant 1-N-L-phenylalanine glycerol
ether with 12 carbon atoms (PhGE12 ) is synthesized and puriﬁed
according to published methods and the grade of purity is evaluated
by elemental analysis [7]. The chemical structure of the molecule
is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of PhGE12 where R = C12 H25.

Aqueous solutions of the above mentioned surfactant in the
range 10−6 –10−3 M are prepared with Millipore water. Surfactants
are ﬁrst dissolved at a 0.1 M sodium hydroxide solution (pH = 12,
I = 0.1 M) and stored at sealed glass bottles. Details on the preparation procedure are given elsewhere [7].
2.2. Equilibrium surface tension
Equilibrium surface tensions are measured by a LAUDA TE2 tensiometer ﬁtted with a Wilhelmy plate made of Pt/Ir (90/10). The
instrument is calibrated against standard pure liquids and also Millipore water. Measurements are taken at 25 ± 0.1 o C approximately
1 h after the plate is immersed in the solution which is a period
adequate for surface tension to reach a ﬁnal steady value given
the small A/V ratio (A: area of the liquid’s free surface, V: liquid
volume) in the test vessel. The critical micelle concentration (CMC)
and surface tension at the CMC ( CMC ) is determined from the break
point of the surface tension versus the logarithm of concentration
curve. Three records are acquired at all experimental conditions
and standard deviations are less than 0.3 mN/m.
The adsorbed amount of surfactant  is calculated using the
Gibbs adsorption isotherm equation [20].
=−

1
2.303RT

 d 
d log C

(1)

where  is the equilibrium surface tension (Nm−1 ), R is the gas
constant (8.31 J mol−1 K−1 ), T is the absolute temperature, C is the
bulk surfactant concentration, and d/dlogC is the slope below the
CMC in the equilibrium surface tension plots. The occupied area per
molecule at the CMC, Amin , is obtained assuming saturated adsorption, where  cmc is the surface excess concentration at the CMC
and N is the Avogadro number.
Amin =

1
NCMC

(2)

The value of the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of a surfactant in aqueous solution has been widely used to determine the
◦
standard free energy of micellization, Gmic , which for ionic surfactants can be calculated by an proposed by Nakagaki et al. [21,22].
◦

Gmic = RT (1 + b) ln(CMC)

(3)

where b is the apparent degree of counter ion binding to the
micelle/solution interface, calculated by the following equation:
b = 1 − a. Here, a is calculated as the ratio of the slopes above and
below the CMC in electrical conductivity measurements of the solutions. The a values in this study are taken equal to unity in all cases
because the variation of conductivity with the concentration does
not show clear break points around the CMC (data not shown) [23].
◦
The standard free energy of adsorption, Gads , at the air/water
interface is calculated by the equation [24]
◦

◦

Gads = Gmic − CMC /CMC

(4)
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where CMC, represents the surface pressure at the CMC
(= 0 −  cmc , with  0 and  cmc representing the surface tension of
◦
pure water and surfactant solution at the CMC, respectively). Gmic
◦
and Gads are quantities frequently used to appraise which of the
two, adsorption at the air/water interface or micellization in the
bulk solution, dictates the equilibrium surface tension of aqueous
solutions.
2.3. Dynamic surface tension
Dynamic surface tension measurements for short adsorption
times are performed with a maximum bubble pressure tensiometer (MBP, BPA-1S, SINTERFACE). BPA-1S provides estimation of the
effective lifetime of the freshly formed interface via analysis of the
oscillations of the gas ﬂow fed into the system [25]. The instrument
is calibrated against Millipore water. All tensiometry measurements are carried out with freshly made solutions at 25 ± 0.1 o C.
The sample cell is covered with paraﬁlm membrane leaving only
a hole for the capillary of BPA-1S in order to minimize airborne
contamination. The stainless steel capillary used for measurements
has an inner diameter r = 0.013 cm and length l = 1 cm. Such short
and wide capillaries have proven insensitive to dynamic effects
(aerodynamics, hydrodynamics etc) for effective interface lifetimes
above ∼0.1 s [26]. In principal, wettability effects are important in
steel capillaries. This affects measurements during the deadtime of
the bubble (time after the maximum pressure is attained during
which the bubble grows rapidly and detaches from the capillary).
On the contrary, for the effective lifetime of the bubble (time until
maximum pressure is attained) the gas/liquid interface is pinned at
the rims of the tip so contact angle is irrelevant. Measurements are
made in the lifetime range from ∼0.2 s to ∼100 s (standard mode).
Three records are acquired at all experimental conditions. Pearson correlation coefﬁcients among repeated curves are above 0.94,
whereas standard deviations at equal adsorption times are less than
0.5 mN/m.
In order to measure dynamic surface tension at long adsorption times, from seconds to hours, a drop proﬁle tensiometer
(DPT, PAT-1S SINTERFACE) is employed. The instrument allows
long-time experiments keeping either the volume or the surface area of a drop constant. Due to the long times involved,
surface lifetime is explicitly measured. The temperature of the
solutions is kept constant at T = 25 ± 0.1 o C. In this study we
used a pendant drop (V = 12 mm3 ) formed at the tip of a stainless steel capillary with diameter 3 mm. Three repeatability
checks are made for each set of conditions. Pearson correlation coefﬁcients among sampled curves are always above 0.93
whereas standard deviations at equal adsorption times are less than
0.3 mN/m.
2.3.1. Adsorption Kinetic Analysis
The main theoretical method for analyzing diffusion-controlled
mass transport to freshly formed interfaces is the classic equation
of Ward and Tordai [27] which describes the time dependence of
surface concentration.
 (t) =

 D 1/2


⎡

⎣2Ct 1/2 −

t
0

⎤

Cs ()
(t − )1/2

d ⎦

(5)

where Cs is the subsurface concentration, D is the diffusion coefﬁcient of single molecules and t is the surface lifetime. The equation
of Ward and Tordai cannot be solved analytically and as a consequence experimental results cannot be easily ﬁtted to this equation.
2.3.1.1. Asymptotic solutions at t → 0. To obtain information about
the mechanism at the beginning of the absorption process (short

surface lifetimes), the diffusion controlled adsorption theory yields
the following relationship for ionic surfactants [28]

 d (t) 
d
dt 1/2

t→0

= −RTC

 4D

t→0

1/2
(6)



where  d is the dynamic surface tension and Dt → 0 is the diffusion
coefﬁcient at short times. At t → 0 and for low surfactant concentrations no special prerequisites (such as an adsorption isotherm)
are necessary and the diffusion coefﬁcient Dt → 0 can be determined
directly from the slope of the data  d versus t½ .
2.3.1.2. Asymptotic solutions at t → ∞. On the contrary, at t → ∞
(long time approximation) knowledge of the thermodynamic equilibrium state of the adsorption layer is needed in order to determine
the diffusion coefﬁcient Dt → ∞ . A common approximate expression
used for long surface lifetimes is [29]:

 d (t) 
d
dt −1/2

t→∞

=

RT
C

2



1
Dt→∞

1/2
(7)

Despite its broad use by researchers, the above equation is
valid only for a linear adsorption isotherm and gives an acceptable
approximation for small surface coverage i.e., in the range of the
Henry isotherm ( = 2RT ). This brings up two major difﬁculties.
First, data so close to equilibrium rarely exist and second, surface
active impurities may adsorb in this time region so that there is
always the possibility of signiﬁcant error in data interpretation.
Another often used approximate expression for the long time
region is [30]:

 d (t) 
d
dt −1/2

t→∞

=

RT2
C

  1/2
Dt→∞

(8)

where the excess surface concentration,  , is usually estimated
through the Gibb’s adsorption (Eq. (8)). In some cases, the Langmuir
and Frumkin isotherms have also been used with success [31,32].
Eq. (8) compares better than Eq. (7) with the linear part of the
rigorous theory of Ward and Tordai when analyzing data acquired
at realistic long times, yet not so close to equilibrium. It must be
noted that Eq. (8) is not a rigorous asymptotic expression for the
Ward and Tordai equation, as it is derived on the premise that
C(t−) = constant for 0 <  < t, and this is not a realistic condition for
usual dynamic adsorption processes. However, Eq. (8) offers reasonable accuracy compared to that of the Ward and Tordai model
for applications of small surface coverage and when the data lie
in the region 50 ≥ t/td ≥ 1, where td is the characteristic time of a
diffusion-controlled adsorption process deﬁned as:
td =

1
D

  2
C

(9)

Lucassen 30 years ago discussed about the impact of micelles
on adsorption kinetics [33]. The concentration of monomers in
the subsurface decreases when surfactant molecules adsorb at
the interface. This yields a monomer distribution which is not in
local equilibrium with micelles in the bulk. In order to reestablish
equilibrium, micelles dissociate and release single molecules (fast
micellar kinetics) or even disintegrate completely (slow micellar
kinetics) [34–36]. The above are the reasons for observing dynamic
surface tension values (higher than the equilibrium surface tension
value) for concentrations above the CMC [37]. Apparently, as the
bulk concentration increases above the CMC, the driving force for
monomers diffusion increases, too, and so there is a faster dynamic
surface tension decrease to much lower values at the same surface
ages. Assuming very fast micelles dissociation and also relatively
fast micelles disintegration there is always a pseudo-equilibrium
between micelles and monomers in the bulk. In this case, the
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effective diffusion coefﬁcient D* of monomers can be described by
the formula [38,39]:
D∗ = D(1 + ˇ) 1 +

D 
m

Dm

ˇ

(10)

where D is the surfactant monomer diffusion coefﬁcient, Dm is
the micelles diffusion coefﬁcient and ˇ = (C0 − Ck )/Ck with C0 the
initial (total) surfactant concentration and Ck ≡ CMC for C0 > CMC.
Lucassen (1975) estimated the ratio Dm /D ≈ 0.25 on the premise
of n = 50 where n is the number of monomers per micelle. This estimation is close to the proposal of McQueen and Hermans (1972)
who said that Dm /D should be of the order of n−1/3 . In the latter
case, Dm /D ≈ 0.25 corresponds to n = 65 [33,40].

2.3.2. Dilatational rheology
Dilatational surface rheology measurements provide information on the dynamic activity of the adsorbed surface layer and are
especially sensitive to conformational transitions in adsorption layers. For surface area variations at moderate rates of deformation,
the ability of a surfactant to relieve stress is limited by adsorption or
desorption from or to the bulk solution, and as a result, relaxation
processes come into play, leading to gradual re-equilibration of the
system. Thus, in the most general case, any disturbance of an interface initiates both elastic and viscous effects that can described by
a complex surface dilatational modulus, In compression/expansion
experiments the surface dilatational modulus E is deﬁned as the
change in surface tension  for a small relative change of surface
area A:
E=

d
d(ln A)

(11)

The surface dilatational modulus E depends on the frequency
of surface deformation and can be presented as a complex number E(ω) = Er (ω) + iEi (ω). The real part Er (ω) is the storage modulus
representing the recoverable elastic energy stored in the surface
(dilatational elasticity) whereas the imaginary part Ei (ω) is the
loss modulus reﬂecting the viscous dissipation of energy through
any relaxation (time-dependent) processes at or near the surface
(dilatational viscosity). Although such measurements can, in principle, be performed to characterize the instantaneous adsorbed
surface layer even at times prior to equilibration, surface rheology
properties at equilibrium are of primary concern.
The complex surface dilatational modulus is measured by an
oscillating drop proﬁle analysis (ODPA) technique using a dedicated
mode of the drop proﬁle tensiometer (PAT-1S, SINTERFACE). Analysis of data is carried out on the basis of a simple rheological model
using just one characteristic relaxation frequency. This approach
assumes that the characteristic relaxation frequency and the intrinsic elasticity modulus of the adsorption layers are independent
from the applied oscillation frequency. The apparatus and operational procedures are described in detail elsewhere [41]. As with
DPT, a pendant drop is created at the tip of a capillary by a computer
driven dosing system in a sealed glass cuvette. The software allows
controlling the surface volume of the drop as a function of time
and thus imposing harmonic oscillations of the drop volume. The
employed volume oscillation amplitude is 5% of the initial drop volume. The employed oscillation frequencies are 0.001, 0.005, 0.01,
0.02, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 Hz. Measurements are taken after 12000 s of
adsorption to be in quasi-equilibrium conditions. Three repeatability checks are made for each set of conditions. Standard deviations
in the storage modulus and loss modulus are less than 0.3 mN/m.

Fig. 2. Equilibrium surface tension, , versus log of concentration, C, for PhGE12 in
alkaline aqueous solutions indicating critical micelle concentration (CMC). (T = 25 o C,
pH 12)

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Equilibrium surface tension measurements
Equilibrium surface tension, , data vs. bulk concentration, C, of
the surfactant obtained with the Wilhelmy Plate (WP) technique
are presented in Fig. 2. It is noted that the surface tension of the
solvent (Millipore water at pH 12) at 25 o C is 72.5 ± 0.5 mN/m. The
curve of  vs. logC is approximately linear up to a certain concentration beyond which the surface tension remains nearly constant
as concentration increases. The concentration at which these two
lines intersect is the CMC value. The values of the CMC, surface tension at the CMC ( CMC ), surface excess concentration ( cmc ), and
area occupied by the surfactant molecule at the air/water interface
◦
◦
(Amin ), are summarized in Table 1. Gmic and Gads , values are also
listed in Table 1.
The CMC value in Table 1 is different from the CMC value
reported in [7] (3.5 × 10−5 ). This might be attributed to the use of
distilled water instead of Millipore water in [7]. The absolute value
of the free energy for adsorption is considerably higher than that for
micellization. This indicates that adsorption at the air/water interface is energetically more favorable than micellization in solution.
3.2. Dynamic surface tension measurements
3.2.1. Maximum bubble pressure measurements
Dynamic surface tension of PhGE12 solutions measured by the
Maximum Bubble Pressure (MBP) technique at the standard mode
of operation (see section 2.3) are presented in Fig. 3 as a function of
surface lifetime for various surfactant concentrations. As in other
studies [42] the measured curves do not always span the entire surface age range. This is due to experimental difﬁculties to maintain
the growing bubble stable at the capillary tip. It is apparent that as
surfactant concentration increases wettability of the tip increases
making the bubble ﬂoppier and easier to detach.
In general, the dynamic surface tension takes values noticeably higher than the equilibrium values shown in Fig. 2. This is
attributed to the insufﬁcient time for the migration of surfactant
molecules from the bulk to the interface. For very low surfactant
concentrations the dynamic surface tension attains values close to
the pure solvent value even for the longer surface lifetimes examined by the MBP technique. This phenomenon depends on the size
and chemical structure of the surfactant molecule and dictates
Table 1
Equilibrium surface properties of PhGE12 at T = 25 o C, pH 12 and I = 0.1 M.
◦

◦

CMC
M

 CMC
mN/m

 cmc,
10−7 mol/m2

Amin
Å2 /molec.

Gmic
kJ/mol

Gads
kJ/mol

2 × 10−4

36

0.78

213

−21.1

−68.27
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Fig. 3. Dynamic surface tension,  d , vs surface lifetime, tlife , for different concentrations of PhGE12 . Data are obtained with the MBP technique operated at the standard
mode (T = 25 o C, pH 12).
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3.2.2. Drop proﬁle analysis measurements
Fig. 4 displays the variation of the dynamic surface tension of
PhGE12 with respect to surface lifetime as measured by the Drop
Proﬁle Tensiometry (DPT) technique. It is seen that with increasing
surfactant concentration, surface tension decreases faster and to
considerably lower values. One can also observe that even at a surface lifetime of 12000 s the equilibrium values (shown in Fig. 2) are
not attained. There are two major mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the continuing decrease of surface tension for long
times i.e., greater than 10000 s. The ﬁrst mechanism calls for diffusion of surface active segments of the already adsorbed molecules
via their re-orientation within the adsorption layer [48,49]. The
second mechanism calls for a steric or an electrostatic barrier
presented by the already formed adsorption layer opposing the

Fig. 4. Dynamic surface tension,  d , as a function of time, t, at various concentrations
of PhGE12 . Data are obtained with the Drop Proﬁle Tensiometry technique (T = 25 o C,
pH 12).

γd, mN/m

70

whether a surfactant can be effective in reducing surface tension
in processes where fresh interfaces are rapidly produced such as
in foam production, detergency etc. For surface lifetimes less than
1 s surfactant concentration has a small effect on dynamic surface
tension. For larger lifetimes, the increase of concentration leads to
a clear acceleration of the adsorption process. Vice versa, as surfactant concentration increases above the CMC, the dynamic surface
tension decreases more rapidly. This is due to a fast dissociation
and/or disintegration of micelles [43]. These phenomena have been
reported for a number of anionic surfactants [37,44–47]. Strong frequency dependence has been attributed to the high ionic strength
(I = 0.1 M) of the employed alkali solution which depletes the availability of free surfactant molecules to reduce surface tension [17].

10

1/2

65
60
55
50
0

1

2

3

t-1/2(life), sec-1/2
Fig. 5. Dynamic surface tension  d as a function of (a) t1/2 and (b) t− 1/2 at various
concentrations of PhGE12 . Data are obtained with the MBP technique operated at
the standard mode (T = 25 o C, pH 12).

adsorption of new molecules [50]. However, adsorption of PhGE12
to the drop surface can become progressively slower also because
of surfactant depletion in the bulk drop. This gets worse the lower
the initial concentration of the surfactant is, leading to ﬁnal steady
values which are higher than the respective equilibrium surface
tension. On the contrary, this is not the case with the Wilhelmy
Plate (WP) technique where the effect of bulk surfactant depletion is negligible. The ratio of the surface area, A, versus the bulk
liquid volume, V, is A/V ∼0.2 cm−1 for the DPT technique and A/V
∼20 cm−1 for the WP technique.
A comparison between the two previous graphs reveals that
the values measured by the two techniques are not the same at
equivalent surface lifetimes. As these differences are well beyond
the experimental uncertainty of both techniques this indicates that
measurements are technique dependent. By taking into account the
instrument constant (independent from the nature of the investigated solution), Christov et al. [51] managed to converge the values
obtained by the different techniques offering thus a useful tool for
accurate quantitative determinations. However, the present work
does not care about the precise value of dynamic surface tension
but chieﬂy about its dependence on surface lifetime, surfactant
concentration and presence of micelles.
Measurements from the MBP and DPT techniques allow estimation of the adsorption kinetics at short and long times from the
analysis of dynamic surface tension  d as a function of t1/2 and t−1/2 ,
respectively (Fig. 5a,b and Fig. 6a,b). Data deviating from the surface
tension of the solvent follow an approximately linear trend at both
short and long times. Diffusion coefﬁcients are calculated from the
slopes of the linear parts of the curves by using Eqs. (6) and (8).
Conﬁdent estimations come only from data that clearly converge
to the solvent surface tension value (for short times) and to the
equilibrium surface tension value (for long times). In the present
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Fig. 6. Dynamic surface tension  d as function of (a) t1/2 and (b) t−1/2 at various
concentrations of PhGE12 . Data are obtained with the Drop Proﬁle Analysis technique
(T = 25 o C, pH 12).

work this is the case for a few only concentrations. Table 2 summarizes the computed diffusion coefﬁcients. For concentrations above
the CMC the direct analysis of the data gives the effective diffusion
coefﬁcients D* of monomers. For these cases the diffusion coefﬁcient of monomers D presented in Table 1 is deduced from Eq. (10).
According to Eq. (10), for C = 5 × 10−4 M the effective diffusion coefﬁcient D* = 3.43 D whereas for C = 1 × 10−3 M the effective diffusion
coefﬁcient D* = 10 D.
For short times, conﬁdent estimations of diffusion coefﬁcients
Dt→0 from the MBP (Table 2, column 2) and DPT (column 3)
techniques are only those for concentrations ≤2 × 10−5 M. For
such concentrations, the estimated Dt→0 values show no statistically signiﬁcant dependence on concentration, lying in a
physically reasonable range for low-molecular weight surfactants
(∼10−9 –10−11 m2 s−1 ) e.g. [31,52]. This indicates that adsorption
of PhGE12 at the freshly formed surfaces follows indeed a diffusion
mechanism.
For long times, the only trustful estimations are those from data
of the DPT technique for concentrations ≥5 × 10−5 M (Table 2, column 5) whereas calculations from long time MBP data are far from
conﬁdent (Table 2, column 4). The estimated Dt→00 values are much
Table 2
Estimated diffusion coefﬁcients at short and long adsorption times by the MBP and
DPT techniques at various concentrations of PhGE12 . In Bold letters are marked the
conﬁdent estimations (see text)
MBP
Di→0
m2 /s

C(M)
−6

2 × 10
5 × 10−6
1 × 10−5
2 × 10−5
5 × 10−5
1 × 10−4
2 × 10−4
5 × 10−4
1 × 10−3

−9

1.7 × 10
6.3 × 10−10
8.6 × 10−10
6.9 × 10−11
2.7 × 10−12
2.7 × 10−12
1.9 × 10−12
1.5 × 10−12
8.0 × 10−13

DPA
Di→0
m2 /s
−11

7.6 × 10
2.8 × 10−10
8.1 × 10−11
9.7 × 10−11
1.0 × 10−10
3.3 × 10−11
1.6 × 10−11
3.1 × 10−12
2.1 × 10−12

MBP
Di→∞
m2 /s
−5

1.5 × 10
2.8 × 10−6
8.9 × 10−7
2.8 × 10−7
3.7 × 10−8
4.8 × 10−9
2.8 × 10−10
−
2.7 × 10 10
5.7 × 10−10

DPA
Di→∞
m2 /s

2.3 × 10−12
1.1 × 10−12
1.1 × 10−12
4.2 × 10−13
1.8 × 10−15
1.2 × 10−14
3.4 × 10−15
1.2 × 10−15
1.2 × 10−15

Fig. 7. (a) Storage modulus (Er real part, dilatational elasticity) and (b) loss modulus
(Ei imaginary part, dilatational viscosity) of PhGE12 adsorbed layers versus surfactant
concentration and oscillation frequency.

lower (∼10−14 –10−15 m2 s−1 ; Table 2, column 5) than the physically expected ones for such systems. Unusually low values for
Dt→00 have been found also regarding the PhGE10 molecule [17].
Such low values imply that at long adsorption times diffusion of
surfactant is not the controlling mechanism but an adsorption barrier exists. From the two major mechanisms mentioned before to
explain the retardation of adsorption (re-orientation of molecules
within the adsorption layer and steric or electrostatic barrier) there
is no solid experimental evidence to justify one selection against
the others. We can speculate that at high ionic strength solutions
the existence of an electrostatic barrier is improbable on physical
grounds. In addition, steric effects are not expected to be dominant at low surface concentrations (not far above the CMC). So,
re-orientation of surface active segments of adsorbed molecules
within the adsorption layer appears a more realistic option at
present, an assumption strengthened further by viscoelasticity
measurements (next section). According to the few DPT conﬁdent
estimations for long adsorption times, diffusion coefﬁcients below
and above the CMC (2 × 10−4 M) are alike. Therefore, it is possible
that the adsorption barrier for long adsorption times can mask any
micellar kinetics (dissociation and disintegration) effect during the
diffusional relaxation process between the surface and the bulk.
3.3. Dilatational analysis
Fig. 7a and b illustrate the dependence of the storage modulus
(Er real part, dilatational elasticity) and loss modulus (Ei imaginary
part, dilatational viscosity) of PhGE12 adsorbed layers on surfactant concentration and oscillation frequency. For all the examined
concentrations and frequencies the storage modulus is higher
than the loss modulus testifying for the domination of the elastic
character of the adsorption layer. This is more so at low concentrations and high frequencies. Both the storage modulus and loss
modulus show an increasing trend with frequency indicating that
the characteristic relaxation frequency of the system is below the
tested oscillations frequency [50].
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At high frequencies (0.05–0.2 Hz) the storage modulus increases
with increasing concentration in the range of dilute solutions and
reaches a peak value at a concentration 2 × 10−5 M after which
there is an abrupt decline with concentration. This behavior gradually fades out as frequency decreases. As a matter of fact, at low
frequencies (0.001–0.005 Hz) there is a global decreasing trend
with increasing concentration with only a small local protuberance
at 2 × 10−5 M. The loss modulus is a bit less sensitive to concentration variations. However, again there are at least two local peaks
one at 2 × 10−5 M and another at 1 × 10−4 M with respect to concentration which become more pronounced as frequency increases.
All peaks are observed at concentrations below the CMC and
therefore are not related to micellar kinetics. The peaks indicate
structural changes in the adsorption layer probably associated with
re-orientation of surface active segments of adsorbed molecules
within the adsorption layer [53]. Ellipsometry and neutron or X-ray
reﬂectivity may reveal the type and extent of such conformational
transitions.
4. Conclusion
Maximum bubble pressure tensiometry and drop proﬁle tensiometry are employed to measure the dynamic surface tension
of PhGE12 solutions at the liquid/air interface in the concentration
range 2 × 10−6 –1 × 10−5 M and in the surface age range 10−1 –104 s.
Oscillating drop proﬁle analysis is used to study the interfacial
dilatational rheology of equilibrium solutions in the frequency
range 0.001–0.2Hz. Dynamic surface tension data are analyzed
using approximate solutions of the Ward and Tordai model to estimate diffusion coefﬁcients for short and long adsorption times. To
appraise the behavior of micellar solutions an expression proposed
by Lucassen for the calculation of effective diffusion coefﬁcients
above the CMC is applied. It is found that at short surface ages
adsorption is controlled by diffusion whereas at long surface ages
adsorption is retarded by an adsorption barrier. The present data
do not allow to judge whether micellar kinetics (dissociation and
disintegration) play a role on the adsorption process. Interfacial
dilatational viscoelasticity data indicate a viscoelastic adsorption
layer for all examined concentrations and frequencies. Abrupt local
variations in the viscoelasticity imply structural changes in the
adsorption layer which, however, occur below the CMC and so are
not related to the presence of micelles.
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